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ADG Europe presents TNT theatre Britain in

FREE MANDELA
by Paul Stebbings

   Directed by Paul Stebbings    Musical Director    John Kenney     Producer Grantly Marshall
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ADG Europe presents TNT Theatre Britain in

FREE MANDELA! 
(Or Nelson and Winnie) 

A documentary drama by Paul Stebbings 
Original music composed by John Kenny 

Ensemble: 

Sobowale Bamgbose   Nelson  “Madiba”  Mandela 

Chipo Kureya  Younger   Winnie 

Anne Marie  Anang  Older Winnie 

Alpha Karbo     

Edward  Muruako 

   Boer 

 Tambo 

Other roles played by the ensemble. 

Directed by Paul Stebbings 
Musical Director John Kenny 

Dramaturge Phil Smith 
Costume Juliane Kasprzik 

Set design and construction Martin Kaser 
Production assistant Monika Verity 

Tour managers Christian Baltes, JP Pfluger 
Producer Grantly Marshall 



Paul Stebbings is Artistic Director of TNT 
theatre Britain and the American Drama 
Group Europe, which combine to make “the 
world’s most popular touring theatre 
company” (China Naional TV) – giving more 
performances in more countries in a single 
year than any other theatre company. Paul 
received a first class degree from Bristol 
University drama department. He trained in 
the Grotowski physical theatre method in 
Britain and Poland and founded TNT in 1980. 

In 1993 he joined forces with producer  Grantly Marshall and the American  
Drama Group Europe. He is a playwright  and actor as well as a director and 
has also worked extensively in music theatre. He is a regular director at 
China’s best theatre: the Shanghai Dramatic Arts Centre and at the noted 
Latin American company Teatro Espressivo de Costa Rica.  He has 
directed professionally in Russian, German, Italian and Greek  and is in 
continuous production of plays in Mandarin and Spanish. Paul’s diverse 
work includes new plays, radically adapting novels and a sequence of 
Shakespeare’s greatest plays most of which remain in the company’s 
repertoire.  He has won numerous awards in places as diverse as the 
Edinburgh Festival, the Munich Biennale, Singapore and Iran. Paul received 
an MBE  medal from  Queen Elizabeth in 2014 for his contribution to British 
culture.
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John Kenny, Trombonist, composer and actor - John 
Kenny has performed and broadcast as a soloist in 
over 60 nations as an interpreter of contemporary, 
jazz and early music. Since 1983 he has been musical 
director of the TNT Theatre Company and AMERICAN 
DRAMA GROUP EUROPE, Europe, collaborating with 
director Paul Stebbings on over twenty productions 
which have toured Europe, Russia, Asia and the Americas. 
In 1993 he became the first person for 2,000 years to play 
the great Celtic war horn known as the Carnyx, 
developing a repertoire for this rediscovered voice that 
can now be heard on eight CDs, as well as in the concert hall 
and on film, television and radio. This work has continued as a founder 
member of the European Music Archaeology Project.  
  He is a professor at both the Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London 
and The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, and is regularly invited to give 
masterclasses and lectures at conservatoires and universities throughout 
Europe, the USA and Asia. In 2017 John Kenny was the recipient of the 
International Trombone Association Lifetime Achievement Award, one of only 
two British musicians ever to have been accorded this honour. Find out more 
at www.carnyx.org.uk 
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Scot Free Ensemble

The music for Free Mandela is performed by the Scot Free Ensemble, directed 
by John Kenny 
Claude Deppa – trumpet and flugal horn. 
Richard Ingham – saxophone. 
John Kenny – trombone. 
Chick Lyal –piano & organ 
Gerry Hunt – bass, saxophone & flute 
Peter Vilk – drums and percussion 
Recorded and mastered by Jim Brook at Brancepeth Castle, County Durham, 
England. 
Produced by John Kenny
The Scot Free Ensemble was established in 2001 to record John Kenny's score 
for TNT Theatre adaptation of Moon Palace by Paul Auster, and has since gone 
on to perform John Kenny's  music for many TNT productions including The 
Taming of the Shrew, The Merchant of Venice, Romeo and Juliet, The 
Tempest, Martin Luther King, The Wave, Dracula, My sister Syria, Le 
Malade Imaginaire, Notre Dame de Paris, Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, 
Monsieur Ibrahim et les fleurs du Koran, and The Adventures of  Tom Sawyer
and Free Mandela. 
The Scot Free Ensemble draws upon  multi-instrumentalists working in a 
wide variety of styles from baroque to the avant garde, jazz and world music, 
in addition to live performances in the UK and France,  and has released a 
CD album The Marshall Plan. 
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DIRECTORʼS NOTES
In building a production about Nelson and Winnie Mandela and the struggle for a 
multiracial South Africa, a theatre company takes on an epic task. That task 
is quite different from that of the documentary maker in that our purpose is 
to bring an audience close to the emotional reality of historical events.  There is 
a lesson to be learnt from Shakespeare whose magnificent  dramatisations of the 
English Wars of the Roses allow us to explore not just history but the 
human condition.  Our play is called FREE MANDELA but it is deliberately 
unclear which of the Mandela couple we are concerned with, since both were 
imprisoned and regained their freedom. We believe that through their 
different paths we can reveal  the complexity of the historical facts; the triumph 
of Nelson is mirrored by the tragedy of Winnie. Their divorce at the moment of 
political success   creates a gripping drama, itself a reflection of  the 
ambiguities of South Africa’s progress since the ANC gained power. We wish to 
challenge the simplification of  Nelson good, Winnie bad – angel and devil that 
has been passed on to us by a lazy or  knowingly deceptive media. This is not 
to whitewash Winnie; for Bishop Tutu’s criticisms of her are surely justified, nor 
do we damn Nelson for his unreasonable expectations of her fidelity throuout of 
27 long years of separation.  But we do want to ask questions, to challenge the 
accepted story and try to and understand Winnie’s journey, one born of 
torture  that  grew to violence.  As a woman she  has surely been given far harsher 
judgement than a man. 
Ultimately Nelson Mandela’s story offers us a narrative of forgiveness and 
reconciliation which the world sorely needs. President Mandela became in his 
lifetime almost a living god, worshipped across the globe for his vision 
accompanied by a winning smile.  Here was not just a hero but a warm human 
being. He rose almost from  the grave to achieve this after a  27-year 
incarceration on a mythical island at the end of the world.  It is interesting to 
compare this journey to iconic status with that of Martin Luther King, the subject of 
our long running production of that name.  King became less comfortable as he  
grew older and perhaps wiser, seeing the wider political and economic roots of his 
struggle for racial equality. By the time he was assassinated he had 
alienated many of his white and Democrat supporters by opposing the Vietnam 
war, and organising protests against poverty that were multi-racial and 
challenged the economic foundation of the USA.  This uncomfortable truth leads to 
the emphasis on his earlier successes in the Deep South. (See recent 
Hollywood films etc.).  The older M L King can be compared to Winnie Mandela in 
his refusal to conform to the easy stereotype which  the world desired.  These 
lives are in the public eye, and have attained layers of meaning that are hard to 
disentangle from the actual facts.  Like all myths they contain simplifications and 
exaggerations. This play and production aim to restore complexity and balance, 
to ask questions as well as inform. Perhaps we may touch on wider truths this 
way: to ask what it is that allows us to believe one race is superior to another, or 
one opinion more valid than another. Experience allows us to feel what we may 
not be able to understand, so we hope that through the emotional power of 
theatre,  the shared act of watching events in a space together, we can illuminate 
the  lives  of Nelson and Winnie Mandela that somehow freed us all.  
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Ideas and questions for class: 

1/ In the play the idea of Ubuntu is introduced at the very beginning 
– a communal generosity in which caring for others is part of a recognition
of the importance of the community. How far do you see this idea reflected in
the later politics of Nelson Mandela
2/ Nelson Mandela was imprisoned for 27 years on Robben Island and

on occasions before that; he was threatened, conspired against and worked
for many years as a forced labourer. Winnie Mandela was imprisoned for
shorter periods of time, but, unlike Nelson, she was kept in solitary
confinement and tortured during more than one of these incarcerations. How
far does the differing nature of their treatment explain the growing
divergence of their approaches to resistance against apartheid?
3/ The ANC prisoners on Robben Island were united by their politics

and were experienced in leadership. How do you think this affected their
experiences of prison and how they dealt with its conditions?
4/ How do you think that the secrecy and deception required by the ANC

when operating ‘underground’ affected the relationship of Winnie and Nelson
Mandela?
5/ Were the ANC right to abandon non-violent resistance? (Bear in mind the

moral dilemmas in non-violent resistance; for example, Martin Luther King
(subject of a previous TNT production) was tormented by his realisation
that it was only when Civil Rights demonstrators were beaten and this was
shown on TV that his non-violent demonstrations had any effect – so he had
to ‘invite’ violence in front of TV cameras even though he did not perpetrate it.
6/ How important are personal relationships to large-scale political

changes?
7/ Consider the importance and effects of the recruitment as police informers

of many black anti-apartheid militants as police informers by the white
security forces. How do you think this might have affected relations
between people in the black communities where it was known that
many people there were informers?
8/ Nelson Mandela (rather like Martin Luther King) is sometimes portrayed

as a saintly figure who never did a thing wrong. Winnie Mandela is
sometimes portrayed as  a demonic and sadistic organiser of murder
who never did a positive thing. Does ‘Free Mandela’ give more nuanced
portraits of these two people? In what ways do you think the reality
differs from the saint/demon stereotypes?
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Winnie in Prison from the TNT production

 WINNIE – a biography
Nomzamo Winifred Zanyiwe Madikizela was born, the fifth of nine children, in 
the village of Mbongweni, Bizana, in the Transkei on 26 September 1936. 
During her infant years her father, Columbus, was a local history teacher. In 
later years he was the minister of the Transkei Government's Forestry and 
Agriculture Department during Kaizer Matanzima's rule. Her mother, 
Mzaidume (Gertrude), was a science teacher. Her parents desperately wished 
Winnie had been born a boy and, as a child, Winnie took pains to fulfil the 
role of tomboy by  playing  with  the  other  boys  in   her peer group, practising 
stick fighting and setting traps for animals. 
While still a young girl, Winnie moved with her family within the former 
Transkei, because of her father’s work. She attended primary school in Bizana 
but when she was nine years old, the family moved to eMbongweni, where as 
well as attending school, Winnie would help her father to labour on the farm. 
This helped create a closer bond with her father, who was known for his 
aloofness despite having a great love for his children. 
When Winnie was still young, two tragic events occurred within the family. 
Firstly, her elder sister, Vuyelwa, contracted tuberculosis and died – an event 
which shook Winnie’s belief in the God her mother had ardently prayed to 
during her daughter’s demise. Secondly, soon after her sister’s death, Winnie’s 
mother also developed the disease and died. However, shortly before her 
mother passed away she gave birth to a baby boy, whom Winnie took 
responsibility for during her mother’s incapacitation, and after her death. 
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Portrait of a young Winnie Image source 

Early Experiences of Apartheid 

In 1945, when she was only nine years old, Winnie had her first conscious 
experience of what the strictures and injustices of racism and apartheid meant 
in South Africa. News had just arrived in Bizana that the Second World War 
had ended, and celebrations had been scheduled. Along with her siblings, 
Winnie begged their father to attend, and eventually he  acquiesced to 
their demand. However, upon arriving at the town hall, it was discovered that 
these celebrations were “for whites only” and the children were forced to 
remain outside with their father while the white population enjoyed the 
merriment within.[iv] The obvious injustice struck a deep blow for Winnie, and 
thereafter she grew increasingly sensitised aware of the inequality of the 
world around her.  
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This incident was followed by another, equally formative one. In Bizana, there 
was a large Black population, but all shops and services were owned by 
Whites. One day, Winnie recalls seeing a scene in a shop with her father, 
whereby a Black man was squatting on his haunches and breaking off pieces 
off bread to feed to his wife while she breastfed their baby. All of a sudden a 
White youth – the son of the shop owners, came charging towards them and 
yelling that he wouldn’t have kaffirs making a mess in his store. He kicked at 
them and their food and forced them out of the shop. Winnie watched the 
scene dumbstruck. She could not understand how this man could allow himself 
to be treated thus, or why her father, who was such a staunch moralist, 
would not intervene where his principles so obviously demanded that 
he should. In time she came to understand that her father’s involvement 
would likely only have made the situation worse, and moreover, that a by-
product of Apartheid was that from an early age Black children became 
accustomed to seeing their parents humiliated without any attempt being 
made to protest in defence of themselves. Luckily for Winnie, Bantu 
education – the hated Apartheid policy of introducing separate education 
syllabi for Whites and Blacks – was only introduced in the early 1950s. 
Therefore she was able to benefit  from an education that was on par with 
her White peers. She passed her Junior Certificate (Standard 8) 
with distinction and then went on to study at Shawsbury, a Methodist 
mission school at Qumbu. It was there that she matriculated and 
distinguished herself as a person with exceptional leadership qualities. It 
was also there, under the tutelage of teachers who were all Fort Hare 
graduates, that she began to become more politically aware. Due to 
financial constraints, Winnie’s sister, Nancy, to whom Winnie was close, 
dropped out of school and worked casual jobsto ensure that Winnie’s 
education could continue.[vi] 
When Winnie returned from Shawsbury with a first-class certificat pass, she 
discovered that her father had remarried. His new wife was a woman by the 
name of Hilda Nophikela, whom all of the Midikizela children welcomed into 
the family fold, especially Winnie.

Move to Johannesburg
In 1953, upon her father’s advice, Winnie was admitted to the Jan 
Hofmeyr School of Social Work in Johannesburg, where Nelson Mandela 
(who was already gaining national renown), was the patron.[vii] It was the 
first time she had left the Transkei and a formative moment in her life. It 
was in Johannesburg that she saw the full effects of Apartheid on a daily 
basis, but also where she discovered her love of fashion, dancing and the 
city. It was only after a few months of living in Johannesburg that Winnie first 
went to Soweto.  

She completed her degree in social work in 1955, finishing at the top of her 
class, and was offered a scholarship for further study in the USA. However, 
soon after receiving the scholarship offer, she was offered the position 
of medical social worker at the Baragwanath Hospital in Johannesburg, 
making her the first qualified Black member of staff to fill that post. 



Following an agonising decision about whether to leave and further her 
academic career in the USA, or to stay and pursue her dream of becoming a 
social worker in South Africa, she decided to remain in South Africa. 
Whilst working at the hospital, Winnie’s interest in national politics continued 
to grow. She moved into one of the hostels connected to the hospital and found 
that she was sharing a dormitory with Adelaide Tsukudu, the future wife of 
former African National Congress (ANC) president, Oliver Tambo.  Indeed, 
Adelaide would confide in Winnie while they were in bed at night about the 
brilliant lawyer she would soon marry, and his legal partner, Nelson Mandela. It 
also transpired that Tambo happened to be from Bizana, like Winnie, making 
them members of the same extended family. 
It is worth reiterating that Winnie had already been interested in 
politics and involved in activism long before she met her future 
husband.  She was particularly affected by the research she had carried out in 
Alexandra Township as a social worker to establish the rate of infantile 
mortality, which stood at 10 deaths for every 1,000 births.
During her time at Baragwanath, Winnie’s reputation began to grow, with 
stories and photographs about her appearing in newspapers, acknowledging 
the achievement of this  girl  from Pondoland  who had come to Johannesburg 
and looked to be making a name for herself.
Until 1957, Winnie had hardly been romantically involved. However, in that year 
she met Barney Sampson, a “gallant, fun-loving man”[viii] of whom Winnie 
eventually grew tired because of his lack of political interest and submissive 
attitude to white domination. Soon afterwards, Winnie was also courted by the 
future chief of the Transkei, and her father’s future boss, Kaiser Matanzima, who 
happened to visit Baragwanath hospital as a distinguished visitor that year. It 
was a relationship that was never to be, however, because she was soon to fall 
in love with Matanzima’s childhood acquaintance and relative, Nelson Mandela. 

Marriage to Nelson

Winnie was twenty-two when she met Nelson, and he was sixteen years her 
senior. He was already a famous anti-apartheid figure and one of the key 
defendants in the Treason Trial, which had commenced the year before, in 
1956. From the very beginning, Nelson was ensconced in the Liberation 
Struggle, and the parameters of their romance were set by his commitment to 
political change.  On March 10 1957, Nelson asked Winnie to marry him and 
they celebrated their engagment together in Johannesburg on 25 May 1958. 
Despite government restrictions on the movements of Treason Trial 
defendents, Winnie and Nelson got married on 14 June 1958, in Bizana.  The 
celebration caught the national interest and was reported in publications such 
as Drum Magazine and the Golden City Post.  
Their marriage was to prove both robust and fraught. Winnie quickly discovered 
that life married to one of Apartheid’s most famous opponents was a lonely 
one. Her husband was incessantly busy with ANC meetings, legal cases and the 
Treason Trial. 
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The Mandela residence was also a site for frequent police raids, during 
which policemen would awaken the household with loud banging on the 
doors in the early morning and set to turning the whole house upside down. 
Adding to the turbulence of their early married life, in July, Winnie found 
out she was pregnant with her first child. In October 1958, Winnie took 
part in a mass action which mobilised women to protest against the 
Apartheid government’s infamous pass laws. This protest in Johannesburg 
followed a similar action that had taken palce in Pretoria in August 1956.  
The Johannesburg protest was organised by the president of the ANC 
Women’s League, Lilian Ngoyi and Albertina Sisulu, amongst others. In fact, 
Winnie travelled with Albertina from Phefeni station in Orlando to the city 
centre where the protest was taking place. During the protest, the police 
arrested 1000 women.
A decision was taken by the arrested women not to apply for immediate 
bail, but rather to spend two weeks in prison as a sign of further protest.  
During these weeks, the pregnant Winnie saw firsthand the squalid 
conditions of South African prisons, and her commitment to the struggle 
only intensified. Eventually, Nelson and Oliver Tambo were called to arrange 
their bail, and the ANC raised money to pay the convicted women’s fines. It 
was an event which took Winnie out of her husband’s considerable shadow 
in the eyes of the public, but also one which alerted national security to 
her potency as a voice of political dissent - independent of her famous 
husband. Shortly afterwards she was sacked from her post at Baragwanath 
hospital.  Following the trauma of incarceration, on February 4 1959 Winnie
 gave birth to a daughter she named Zenani. 
On March 30 1961, nine days after the police murdered sixty-nine 
people during a Pan African Congress (PAC) anti-pass demonstration at 
Sharpeville, a police raid on the Mandela home saw Nelson arrested and 
Winnie left by herself, in what would become her overarching experience of 
marriage.  

  Winnie’s Influences 
Winnie had a few influential presences in her life: chief amongst them were 
Lillian Ngoyi, who, along with Helen Joseph, were the only two women 
accused in the Treason Trial; Albertina Sisulu; Florence Matomela; Frances 
Baard; Kate Molale; Ruth Mompati; Hilda Bernstein (who was the first 
Communist Party member to serve on the Johannesburg Council in the 1940s); 
and Ruth First. These were people who Winnie was able to consider not only 
as sources of inspiration, but as trusted confidantes. This is significant, because 
as Winnie’s struggle against government continued, her inner circle became 
consistently infiltrated by people who would gain her trust as allies, only to 
reveal themselves later as spies. As Nelson spent increasing amounts of time in 
police custody or underground, the number of unsettling relationships Winnie 
established with people who would turn out to be police informants also 
seemed to increase. As Bezdrob has written about Johannesburg at the time, it 
was “a cesspool of informers” and unfortunately for Winnie, she appeared to
 be surrounded by spies. 
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Bantu Authorities and Rift with Colombus

Conflict occurred in the family when the Apartheid government introduced the 
Bantu Authorities Act in 1951. Kaizer Matanzima, her former suitor, had sided 
with the government and fought the opposition to the government’s 
transparently divide-and-rule policy.  A body of Pondo elders, referred to as 
Intaba, opposed the Bantu Authorities and waged a resistance that swept 
Winnie’s family up into the turmoil. One night during a raid on her family 
home (specifically targeting her father, Colombus, due to his reluctance to 
donate his buses to their cause) Intaba rebels entered his house and badly 
assaulted his wife before burning down the hut where they lived. Winnie’s 
stepmother survived the attack, but was paralysed from the waist down and 
died soon after. Despite this event, Colombus sided unequivocally with Kaizer 
Matanzima and was subsequently rewarded with a cabinet position in the 
Transkei homeland looking after agriculture. This was a huge betrayal for 
Winnie as it was tantamount to siding with the Apartheid government. 
Winnie’s other relatives joined the resistance, and thus her family was cleft in 
two.

Treason Trial 

On 29 March 1961 the verdict from the Treason Trail, delivered by Justice 
Rumpff, declared all of the accused ‘not guilty.’ This event followed quickly 
after another, equally joyful happening, which was the birth of the Mandela’s 
second daughter, Zindziswe on 23 December 1960, who was named after the 
daughter of Samuel Mqhayi, the famous Xhosa poet. However, Winnie’s joy at 
having a second child and seeing her husband’s name cleared was immediately 
tempered by the news that the ANC executive required him to go into hiding.  
Nelson had not discussed this with his wife, simply taking the support of his 
family for granted. Such was life married to the leader of a revolutionary 
movement. Winnie’s married life to Nelson while he was in hiding was 
unusual, to say the least. She would meet him clandestinely in highly covert 
places; often with Nelson in thick disguise. This was the ‘Black Pimpernel’ 
phase of Nelson’s life, and Winnie had little choice but to fit in around his 
clandestine activities.[xiii] Their most intimate and prolonged encounters 
occurred at the Lilliesleaf farm in Rivonia.
On Sunday 5 August 1961, the police finally apprehended Nelson while he was 
driving from Durban to Johannesburg. It was to be the beginning of his 27-year 
detention and another event that caused an irrevocable change to the 
direction of Winnie’s life.
With Nelson in jail and in virtual isolation for the first four months of his 
detention, the police, sensing Winnie’s potential to carry the cause, slapped 
her with a banning order on 28 December 1962. This restricted her 
movements to the magisterial district of Johannesburg; 



prohibited her from entering any educational premises and barred her from 
attending or addressing any meetings or gatherings where more than two 
people were present. Moreover, the banning order also stipulated that media 
outlets were no longer permitted to quote anything she said, effectively gagging 
her voice too. 
During this time, Winnie also became conscious of certain Janus-faced 
individuals who, under the guise of friendship secretly betrayed her secrets to 
the police.  People such as the journalist Gordon Winter were fully fledged 
agents of the state who took advantage of Winnie’s isolation to infiltrate her 
life and offer their friendshp and support, all the while daily betraying her 
confidence to Apartheid officials. This was also a time of increased police 
harrassment and intimidation, with regular aggressive raids occurring on her 
house. To make matters worse, there also occurred the repossession of all of 
her furniture after Nelson had neglected to make provision for regular hire 
purchase payments following his arrest. 
At the end of May 1963, Mandela was transferred without warning to Robben 
Island. Ironically, once absorbed into the prison system proper, Mandela, who 
was so fluent in the laws and strictures of the country, found himself much less 
vulnerable to abuse than Winnie herself found on the outside.[xiv] Whereas 
prison for all its despicable features was governed by clear rules and 
structures, outside of prison Winnie found herself at the mercy of 
unpredictable and chaotic forces, which she was ill-equipped to navigate. In 
June of that year she was first permitted to visit her husband in jail. She 
travelled 1400 kilometres from Johannesburg to Cape Town for the purpose, 
before a 10 kilometre journey over choppy seas to Robben Island. Once there 
the couple were allowed to meet for just 30 minutes, separated by dual wire 
mesh, no seats, and a security detail in easy listening distance. They were not 
permitted to speak to one another in Xhosa; only English or Afrikaans. 

Rivonia Trial 

Nelson was unexpectedly moved from Robben Island back to Pretoria barely a 
month after his initial transfer. The reason for the move soon became clear, 
however, as his close colleagues within the ANC had been arrested in a swoop 
on the Lilliesleaf farm. Nelson was to be tried with them in the infamous 
Rivonia Trial, in which he and his co-accused escaped the death penalty, but 
were handed life imprisonment on Robben Island instead. 
With her husband in jail, the authorities increased the pressure to make 
Winnie’s life as difficult as possible, with her children Zenani and Zindziswa 
particularly targeted. On numerous occasions Winnie enrolled them into 
schools, only for the security police to find out and insist that the schools have 
them expelled.[xv] This was in addition to the continued raids on her house; 
her banning order and frequent last minute refusals to visit her husband in jail. 
A flavour of the harassment and trauma of a typical raid is summed up by 
Winnie herself: 
“…that midnight knock when all about you is quiet. It means those blinding 
torches shone simultaneously through every window of your house before the 
door is kicked open. It means the exclusive right the security branch have to read
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each and every letter in the house. It means paging through each and every 
book on your shelves, lifting carpets, looking under beds, lifting sleeping 
children from mattresses and looking under the sheets. It means tasting your 
sugar, your mealie meal and every spice on your kitchen shelf. Unpacking all 
your clothing and going through each pocket. Ultimately it means your seizure 
at dawn, dragged away from little children screaming and clinging to your skirt, 
imploring the white man dragging Mummy away to leave her alone.” 

Winnie Madikizela-Mandela during her exile in Brandfort in 1977. 
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Annemarie Anang trained as an actor with The 
Royal Central School of Speech and Drama in 
London. This is Annemarie’s TNT debut. Her 
theatre work includes THE MAGIC FLUTE (Opera på 
Skäret), SALOME (Greenwich Theatre), SERVE AND 
PROTECT (Southwark Playhouse), SCENES FROM 
THE END OF THE WORLD (The Yard Theatre), THE 
THREE SISTERS (The Royal Central School of Speech 
and Drama) and THE WRONG WAY (The Bunker 
Theatre). Annemarie is also a singer and is a 
visiting lecturer for the Royal Central School of 
Speech and Drama. 

Chipo Kureya originally trained as a dancer, Chipo 
graduated from Urdang Acadamy with a BA Hons 
in Musical Theatre. Theatre Credits include: 
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM (Bridge Theatre), 
KATYA KABANOVA (Royal Opera House) THE 
SKATING RINK (Garsington Opera) JUNGLE BOOK  
at Royal & Derngate , HARRY POTTER AND THE 
CURSED CHILD (Palace Theatre), PENGUIN! 
ELEPHANT! (Chelsea Theatre), THOROUGHLY 
MODERN MILLIE (The Landor), RAPUNZEL (York 
Theatre Royal and National Tour), THE TEMPEST 
(Waterloo East Theatre), SO WHAT IF I DANCE (Ed Fringe), FINGERTIPS (Clean 
Break) and LIBERIAN GIRL – RND (Royal Court). 
Film Credits include: YELLOW FEVER, MAGPIE, PARK LIFE.

Alpha Kargbo is thrilled to be part of his first 
touring production with the TNT. He is originally 
from beautiful and sunny Sierra Leone, where he 
grew up and received his formative education. He 
developed a deep curiosity about acting while 
completing a Business Management degree at 
Bath Spa University. This compelled him to 
undertake a part-time drama course at the Bristol 
Acting Academy (BAA) and subsequently an MA in 
acting at the Royal Welsh College of Music and 
Drama. His credits while training include 
ALBATROSS (Paines Plough), OTHELLO  and CANDICE

Other credits include LITTLE SIGHT (South London Theatre), EURYDICE 
(Theatre in the Square), ROAD (Dave Lovatt) and Gillette 2018 commercial. 
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Edd Muruako trained at the Academy Of Live & 
Recorded Arts for three years and graduated  with a 
degree in Professional Acting. Since graduating, Edd 
has continued to enjoy success in many aspects of 
performance art. His Theatre credits include 
WONDERLAND Hampstead Theatre, THE SHOCK 
EXCHANGE Bush Theatre, Open Air touring of 
Shakespeare's THE COMEDY OF ERRORS  and  
leading roles in HOW LION BECAME KING OF TINGA 
TINGA LAND Rose King Theatre and BROTHERS 
Tramshed Theatre. Edd also gained  rave reviews  for 
his portrayal of an African Slave in the critically acclaimed production of SILVER 
SHORES at the Tristan Bates Theatre. He also completed 3 seasons for TNT of  
LIFE & DEATH OF MARTIN LUTHER KING as well as recently playing the lead of 
Guy Montag in FARENHEIT 451 and looks forward to more adventures with TNT 
& ADG Europe. In his spare time Edd writes plays and songs  and is a lover of all 
things Motown & 70s Disco.  

Sobowale Bamgbose Since becoming a full-time 
actor Sobowale has played roles from established 
playwrights to newly commissioned plays. Roles 
most enjoyed include UNCLE FRED in “Shipped" and 
AGRIPPA in Antony and Cleopatra. Sobowale is 
looking forward to this new opportunity and is 
excited by the chance of performing across Europe 
with TNT. Sobowale is looking forward to immersing 
himself in the role of Nelson Mandela, 
understanding Winnie's plight and seeing more of 
Europe. Sobowale also works with disaffected 
teenagers with  behavioural problems

JULIANE KASPRZIK was born in North Germany. She studied 
design in Hamburg. She has worked extensively in German 
theatre, designing or assisting for the Hamburg 
Schauspielhaus and the city theatres in Kassel, Darmstadt as 
well as the Residenz theatre in Munich and many theatres 
on the “Free” or alternative scene in Germany’s theatre 
capital such as ETA and Theaterzelt. She has designed 
costumes for the all recent TNT and ADGE productions 
including THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY, THE CRUCIBLE, 
HAMLET, THE GRAPES OF WRATH, A CHRISTMAS CAROL, 
MACBETH, FAHRENHEIT 451 and THE TAMING OF THE 
SHREW.
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Phil Smith has been the company dramaturg for 
TNT since the company’s founding in 1980, 
preparing materials and research for numerous 
productions for the company’s artistic director 
Paul Stebbings and co-writing with Paul almost 
all of the company’s plays and adaptations since 
its inception. Phil is an Associate Professor 
(Reader) at the University of Plymouth in the 
UK, receiving his Doctorate there in 2012. Phil is 
a performance-maker and ambulatory 
researcher, specialising in creating performances

related to walking, site-specificity, mythogeographies and counter-tourism. He 
is a core member of site-based arts collective Wrights & Sites, Wrights & Sites, 
who have just published ‘The Architect-Walker’ (2018). He is presently 
developing a ‘common dance for threatened subjectivities’ with choreographer 
Melanie Kloetzel (Calgary University) and working as a Site Artist for Tracing the 
Pathway’s ‘Groundwork’ project in Milton Keynes. Phil’s publications include 
‘Making Site-Specific Theatre and Performance’ (2018), ‘Rethinking 
Mythogeography in Northfield, Minnesota’ (2018), ‘Anywhere’ (2017), ‘A 
Footbook of Zombie Walking’ and ‘Walking’s New Movement’ (2015), ‘On 
Walking’ and ‘Enchanted Things’ (2014) and ‘Counter-Tourism: The 
Handbook’ (2012). 

Martin Käser  was born in Ingolstadt in Bavaria. He 
studied Set and Costume Design, Film and 
Exhibition Architecture at University Mozarteum 
Salzburg  and History of Art and archaeology at 
Panthéon Sorbonne, Paris.  He also teaches  
technical and architectual drawing. He was head of 
Stage Design Department in JT Göttingen from 
2008 to 2011 and in Stadttheater Bremerhaven 
from 2017 to 2018. In 2010 and 2012 he created 
sets for theatre and film for national Theatre of 
Uganda  in  Kampala.  He  has  just finished  „L´ésir 
d´amore“ (Donizetti) in Bremerhaven and is currently working on Costume 
Design for Glyptothek Theatre „Don Quijote“ in Munich. Further he is designing 
„Zur schönen Aussicht“ (Ö.v.Horvath) and „Husbands and wives“ (W. Allen) for 
Schlosstheatre Celle. MACBETH is his first production for ADGEurope and TNT 
theatre. Martin lives in Munich and has wo daughters. 
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Monika Verity was born, reared and studied in Kosice 
(Slovakia). She brought to Munich an interest in many  
hobbies including theatre.  She has been working with 
ADGE and TNT since 2001 and has assisted  with the 
following productions: MACBETH, HAMLET, MUCH ADO 
ABOUT NOTHING, KING LEAR, A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S 
DREAM, A CHRISTMAS  CAROL, MOON PALACE, THE 
CANTERVILLE GHOST,  OLIVER TWIST,   FRANKENSTEIN, 
BRAVE NEW WORLD, DINNER FOR ONE,  THE PICTURE  
OF  DORIAN   GRAY,   ONE  L ANUAGE  MANY   VOICES  and 
and  THE LIFE AND DEATH OF MARTIN LUTHER KING.

JULIANE KASPRZIK was born in North Germany. She studied 
design in Hamburg. She has worked extensively in German 
theatre, designing or assisting for the Hamburg 
Schauspielhaus and the city theatres in Kassel, Darmstadt as 
well as the Residenz theatre in Munich and many theatres 
on the “Free” or alternative scene in Germany’s theatre 
capital such as ETA and Theaterzelt. She has designed 
costumes for the all recent TNT and ADGE productions 
including THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY, THE CRUCIBLE, 
HAMLET, THE GRAPES OF WRATH, A CHRISTMAS CAROL, 
MACBETH, FAHRENHEIT 451 and THE TAMING OF THE 
SHREW.

TNT collaborates with Halle 6, who are based on an industrial site in the centre of 
Munich. Halle 6 was established in December 2010 to improve the working situation of 
creative artists in Munich. Since then Halle 6 has created space for visual artists, 
musicians, designers and theatre artists in cooperation with the Cultural Department of 
the City of Munich. Halle 6 creates synergies throughout the different artistic disciplines.
www.halle6.net
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Banning Orders and Jail 

In 1965, a new and more severe banning order was handed to Winnie. Previously 
her banning order had limited her movements from ‘dusk to dawn’ but her new 
banning order barred her from moving anywhere other than her neighbourhood 
of Orlando West. This had several ramifications, including the necessity for her to 
give up her job as a social worker. Subsequently, she was hounded out of job after 
job with the police approaching anyone bold enough to give her employment be it 
a dry cleaning temp or a clerkship, and insist that by some mechanism they fire 
her.  Due to her continued struggles and that of finding her daughters a school,
Winnie eventually sent them away to Swaziland.
Meanwhile in South Africa, Winnie continued to keep active. From her highly 
restricted position, she organised assistance for political prisoners. On the night of 
12 May 1969 Winnie awoke to the familiar sounds of a police raid. Her children 
were home for the school holidays and the police made a particularly thorough 
investigation of everything in the house. After ransacking the property, they tore 
Winnie away from her daughters and bundled her into a police van. She had just 
fallen foul of Prime Minister John Vorster’s1967 Terrorism Act, No 83, which 
allowed the arrest of anyone perceived to be endangering the maintenance of law 
and order. It stipulated that anyone could be arrested without warrant, detained 
for an indefinite period  of  time,  interrogated  and  kept  in  solitary  confinement 
without access to a lawyer or a relative.
 Winnie was kept in solitary confinement for seventeen months. For the first 200 
days, she had no formal contact with another human being at all aside from her 
interrogators, amongst whom was a certain Major Theunis Jacobus Swanepoel; a 
notorious torturer. The only items in her concrete cell were three thin bug-
infested and urine-stained blankets, a plastic water bottle, a mug and a sanitary 
bucket without a handle. The only other feature of her confines was a bare 
electric light bulb, which burned constantly and robbed her of any sense of night 
or day.

During her interrogation, Winnie was kept awake for five days and five nights 
without respite in an attempt to break her will. Major Swanepoel played ‘bad cop’ 
to another officer’s ‘good cop,’ and together they pushed her relentlessly to 
provide information about the ANC and her husband. After five days of resistance, 
under every kind of coercion imaginable, the interrogation team brought a 
prisoner into the adjacent interview room and began torturing him. Winnie’s 
interrogators made it plain to her that her silence was causing unnecessary 
distress to others fighting for the cause, and eventually, her will broken, she 
agreed to tell them whatever they wished to hear.
 On 1 December 1969, Winnie’s trial finally began. Winnie and her co-
accused were represented by Joel Carlson, an old friend of Winnie and Nelson’s, 
and a well-respected human rights lawyer. After many complications, Winnie’s 
release was finally secured. She had spent a total of seventeen months in prison 
with thirteen of those in solitary confinement, and nothing in the way of a 
conviction by the end of it. 
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Winnie’s first banning order expired while she was in jail. However, almost 
immediately upon being released she was served with another, lasting five 
years. This, more stringent restriction forbade her from leaving the house 
between 6pm and 6am and made it virtually impossible to see her husband on 
Robben Island. Before the second banning order took effect, however, Winnie 
travelled to the Transkei to see her father. Since their last meeting, Colombus 
had both aged visibly and become disillusioned with the state of the so-called 
‘independent’ homeland. It had become clear to him that the homeland system 
was little more than a ruse to prevent Black South Africans from claiming full 
political rights in the country. 
Despite the banning order, Winnie did in fact manage to visit Nelson again in 
prison. However, a half hour meeting through glass, observed and recorded by 
security police and subject to extreme self-censoring was a distinctly 
unsatisfactory experience. Meanwhile, Winnie’s life outside of jail took an 
almost opposite turn to her husband’s. While Nelson and his ANC cadres on 
Robben Island accommodated themselves to being politically inert and 
concentrated their efforts on intellectual pursuits, Winnie found herself at the 
coalface of the struggle. The police raids were relentless, with intrusions into 
her home sometimes happening up to four times a day. Her house was routinely 
burgled, vandalised and even bombed. During this time, with her husband in jail 
and the ANC on the back foot, Winnie became something of a lightning rod 
for South Africa’s disenfranchised youth. To the Apartheid regime she 
became a significant political figure in her own right, as opposed to merely being 
the feisty wife of Nelson Mandela.
 Up until the 1970s, the years of constant police harassment, jail time and 
intimidation had done absolutely nothing to quash Winnie’s revolutionary spirit; 
indeed, her conviction had only become stronger.  Her message to the 
authorities was clear: “you cannot intimidate people like me anymore”. 
In May 1973 Winnie was arrested again, this time for meeting with another 
banned person, her good friend and photographer for Drum magazine, Peter 
Magubane. She was handed a twelve month sentence to be served at 
Kroonstad’s women’s prison. However, this imprisonment was much less 
arduous than her previous incarceration and Winnie was released after six 
months. Winnie’s banning order expired in September 1975 and to her great 
surprise, was not immediately renewed. 

Soweto Uprising and another Banning Order 

By the mid 1970s, unrest amongst the South African youth had become 
increasingly volatile. Steve Biko had founded the Black Consciousness 
Movement in 1969 as a riposte to what he saw as unhelpful white liberal 
paternalism. The formation of the all-black South African Students’ Organisation 
(SASO) followed soon thereafter. The struggle for liberation in South Africa was 
increasingly being taken up the country’s youth and Winnie found herself 
settling into a new role to as the symbolic mother to this burgeoning student 
movement.  In May 1976, just a  few weeks before  the famous student  uprising
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in Soweto, Winnie along with Dr Nthatho Motlana helped to establish the Soweto 
Parents’ Association. In the weeks that followed the violence of June 16, Winnie and 
Dr Motlana had their hands full attending to youth and parents who had been 
arrested, injured or killed in the riots. Winnie along with Dr Nthatho Motlana helped 
to establish the Soweto Parents’ Association. In the weeks that followed the violence 
of June 16, Winnie and Dr Motlana had their hands full attending to youth and 
parents who had been arrested, injured or killed in the riots. The police attempted to 
pin responsibility for inciting the violence on Winnie herself, but regardless of how 
influential  she  might  have  been,  Winnie’s i nfluence  alone  could  never explain the
levels of anger amongst South Africa’s youth at that time. 
Nonetheless, a simple scapegoat had to be found for the Soweto uprising and Winnie 
fit the bill. Once again she was detained. The police held her in custody for five 
months, eventually releasing her in December 1976 without charge. In January 1977, 
she was served with a fresh five year banning order. 

Brandfort: a Banishment 

There was, in fact, a far graver fate awaiting Winnie in 1977: in the early hours of the 
morning on May 15, a police contingent arrived at her doorstep to take her away to 
the station. Over the coming hours it transpired what the police had in store. On 
instruction from the government, the police were instigating Winnie’s domestic exile 
to a dusty town in the middle of the Freestate, a place  tha t would  keep  her f or  the
next eight years of her life.
Brandfort lies around 400 kilometres south-west of Johannesburg and 50 kilometres 
north of Bloemfontein. Prior to her arrival in Phathakahle, the township there, the 
Department of Bantu Affairs had informed locals that a dangerous female – indeed, a 
terrorist – would be moving there and that they should avoid contact with her at all 
costs. 
   To all intents and purposes Winnie’s banishment to Brandfort backfired. Instead of 
being demoralised by her isolation and the endemic racism of local shop-owners, 
Winnie continued much as before, flouting racist Apartheid legislation and 
dumbfounding conservatives with her audacity not to be cowed by unjust 
segregationist laws. Opinion polls taken during her first two years in Brandfort 
showed that she was seen to be the second most important political figure in the 
country after Zulu chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi.  Part of what kept Winnie motivated 
was her exceptional ability not to become demoralised and her inexhaustible tenacity 
to keep busy. While she was living out her banishment she established a local 
gardening collective; a soup kitchen; a mobile health unit; a day care centre; an 
organisation for orphans and juvenile delinquents and a sewing club. 
After spending eight years in this backwater and in the midst of growing urban 
turmoil, Winnie’s banishment finally came to an end in 1986. She was at last free to 
return home to her house at 8115, Vilakazi Street, Orlando West. 
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Nelson Mandela or Madiba – a biography 

Childhood and Education 
  Nelson Mandela was born on July 18, 1918, into a royal family of the Xhosa-
speaking Thembu tribe in the village of Mvezo, where his father, Gadla 
Mphakanyiswa (c. 1880-1928), served as chief. His mother, Nosekeni Fanny, 
was the third of Mphakanyiswa’s four wives, who together bore him nine 
daughters and four sons. After the death of his father, 9-year-old Mandela—
known by his Xhosa name: Madiba—was adopted by  a high-ranking Thembu 
regent who began grooming his young ward for a role within the tribal 
leadership. 
 Mandela completed his primary studies at a local missionary school. There, a 
teacher dubbed him Nelson as part of a common practice of giving African 
students English names. He went on to attend a Methodist secondary school, 
where he excelled in boxing as well as academic studies. In 1939 Mandela 
entered the elite University of Fort Hare, the only Western-style higher 
learning institute for South African blacks. The following year, he and several 
other students, including his friend and future business partner Oliver Tambo 
(1917-1993), were sent home for participating in a boycott against university 
policies. After learning that his guardian had arranged a marriage for him, 
Mandela fled to Johannesburg and worked first as a night watchman and then 
as a law clerk while completing his bachelor’s degree by correspondence. 



He studied law at the University of Witwatersrand, where he became active in 
the movement against racial discrimination. In 1944, Mandela joined the 
African National Congress (ANC) and worked with fellow party members, 
including Oliver Tambo, to establish its youth league, the ANCYL. That same 
year, he met and married his first wife, Evelyn Ntoko Mase (1922-2004), with 
whom he had four children before their divorce in 1957. 

Nelson Mandela and the African National Congress 

Nelson Mandela’s commitment to politics and the ANC grew stronger after the 
1948 election victory of the Afrikaner-dominated National Party, which 
introduced a formal system of racial classification and segregation—apartheid—
that restricted nonwhites’ basic rights and barred them from government while 
maintaining white minority rule. The following year, the ANC adopted the 
ANCYL’s plan to achieve full citizenship for all South Africans through boycotts, 
strikes, civil disobedience and other nonviolent methods. Mandela helped lead 
the ANC’s 1952 Campaign for the Defiance of Unjust Laws, traveling across the 
country to organize protests against discriminatory policies, and promoted the 
manifesto known as the Freedom Charter, ratified by the Congress of the 
People in 1955. Also in 1952, Mandela and Tambo opened South Africa’s first 
black law firm, which offered free or low-cost legal counsel to those affected by 
apartheid legislation. On December 5, 1956, Mandela and 155 other activists 
were arrested and went on trial for treason. All of the defendants were 
acquitted in 1961, but in the meantime tensions within the ANC escalated, with 
a militant faction splitting off in 1959 to form the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC). 
The next year, police opened fire on peaceful black protesters in the township 
of Sharpeville, killing 69 people; as panic, anger and riots swept the country in 
the massacre’s aftermath, the apartheid government banned both the ANC and 
the PAC. Forced to go underground and wear disguises to evade detection, 
Mandela decided that the time had come for a more radical approach than 
passive resistance.

The Armed Resistance Movement
In 1961, Nelson Mandela co-founded and became the first leader of Umkhonto 
we Sizwe (“Spear of the Nation”), also known as MK, a new armed wing of the 
ANC. Several years later, during the trial that would put him behind bars for 
nearly three decades, he described the reasoning for this radical departure from 
his party’s original tenets: “[I]t would be wrong and unrealistic for African 
leaders to continue preaching peace and nonviolence at a time when the 
government met our peaceful demands with force. It was only when all else had 
failed, when all channels of peaceful protest had been barred to us, that the 
decision was made to embark on violent forms of political struggle.”

Under Mandela’s leadership, MK launched a sabotage campaign against the 
government, which had recently declared South Africa a republic and 
withdrawn from the British Commonwealth. In January 1962, Mandela traveled 
abroad illegally to attend a conference of African nationalist leaders in Ethiopia, 
visit the exiled Oliver Tambo in London and undergo guerilla training in Algeria. 
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On August 5, shortly after his return, he was arrested and subsequently 
sentenced to five years in prison for leaving the country and inciting a 1961 
workers’ strike. The following July, police raided an ANC hideout in Rivonia, a 
suburb on the outskirts of Johannesburg, and arrested a racially diverse group of 
MK leaders who had gathered to debate the merits of a guerilla insurgency. 
Evidence was found implicating Mandela and other activists, who were brought 
to stand trial for sabotage, treason and violent conspiracy alongside their 
associates. 
Mandela and seven other defendants narrowly escaped the gallows and were 
instead sentenced to life imprisonment during the so-called Rivonia Trial, which 
lasted eight months and attracted substantial international attention. In a 
stirring opening statement that sealed his iconic status around the world, 
Mandela admitted to some of the charges against him while defending the 
ANC’s actions and denouncing the injustices of apartheid. He ended with the 
following words: “I have cherished the ideal of a democratic and free society in 
which all persons live together in harmony and with equal opportunities. It is an 
ideal which I hope to live for and to achieve. But if needs be, it is an ideal for 
which I am prepared to die.” 
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The prison years 
Nelson Mandela spent the first 18 of his 27 years in jail at the brutal Robben 
Island Prison, a former leper colony off the coast of Cape Town, where he was 
confined to a small cell without a bed or plumbing and compelled to do hard 
labor in a lime quarry. As a black political prisoner, he received scantier rations 
and fewer privileges than other inmates. He was only allowed to see his wife, 
Winnie Madikizela-Mandela (1936- 2018 ), whom he had married in 1958 
and was the mother of his two young daughters, once every six months. 
Mandela and his fellow prisoners were routinely subjected to inhumane 
punishments for the slightest of offenses; among other atrocities, there were 
reports of guards burying inmates in the ground up to their necks and 
urinating on them. These restrictions and conditions notwithstanding, while 
in confinement Mandela earned a bachelor of law degree from the University 
of London and served as a mentor to his fellow prisoners, encouraging them 
to seek better treatment through nonviolent resistance. He also smuggled out 
political statements and a draft of his autobiography, “Long Walk to Freedom,”
published five years after his release. 
Despite his forced retreat from the spotlight, Mandela remained the symbolic 
leader of the anti-apartheid movement. In 1980 Oliver Tambo introduced 
a “Free Nelson Mandela” campaign that made the jailed leader a 
household name and fueled the growing international outcry against South 
Africa’s racist regime. As pressure mounted, the government offered Mandela 
his freedom in exchange for various political compromises, including the 
renouncement of violence and recognition of the “independent” Transkei 
Bantustan, but he categorically rejected these deals. In 1982 Mandela was 
moved to Pollsmoor Prison on the mainland, and in 1988 he was placed 
under house arrest on the grounds of a minimum-security correctional facility. 
The following year, newly elected president F. W. de Klerk (1936-) lifted the 
ban on the ANC and called for a nonracist South Africa, breaking with the 
conservatives in his party. On February 11, 1990, he ordered Mandela’s 
release. 

President of South Africa 
After attaining his freedom, Nelson Mandela led the ANC in its negotiations 
with the governing National Party and various other South African political 
organizations for an end to apartheid and the establishment of a multiracial 
government. Though fraught with tension and conducted against a backdrop of 
political instability, the talks earned Mandela and de Klerk the Nobel Peace 
Prize in December 1993. On April 26, 1994, more than 22 million South Africans 
turned out to cast ballots in the country’s first multiracial parliamentary 
elections in history. An overwhelming majority chose the ANC to lead the 
country, and on May 10 Mandela was sworn in as the first black president of 
South Africa, with de Klerk serving ashis first deputy. 
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As president, Mandela established the Truth and Reconciliation Commission to 
investigate human rights and political violations committed by both supporters 
and opponents of apartheid between 1960 and 1994. He also introduced 
numerous social and economic programs designed to improve the living 
standards of South Africa’s black population. In 1996 Mandela presided over the 
enactment of a new South African constitution, which established a strong 
central government based on majority rule and prohibited discrimination 
against minorities, including whites. 
Improving race relations, discouraging blacks from retaliating against the white 
minority and building a new international image of a united South Africa were 
central to President Mandela’s agenda. To these ends, he formed a multiracial 
“Government of National Unity” and proclaimed the country a “rainbow nation 
at peace with itself and the world.” In a gesture seen as a major step toward 
reconciliation, he encouraged blacks and whites alike to rally around the 
predominantly Afrikaner national rugby team when South Africa hosted the
1995 Rugby World Cup.
 On his 80th birthday in 1998, Mandela wed the politician and humanitarian 
Graça Machel (1945-), widow of the former president of Mozambique. (His 
marriage to Winnie had ended in divorce in 1992.) The following year, he retired 
from politics at the end of his first term as president and was succeeded by his 
deputy, Thabo Mbeki (1942-) of the ANC. 

Later Years 
After leaving office, Nelson Mandela remained a champion for peace and social 
justice in his own country and around the world. He established a number of 
organizations, including the influential Nelson Mandela Foundation and The 
Elders, an independent group of public figures committed to addressing global 
problems and easing human suffering. In 2002, Mandela became a vocal 
advocate of AIDS awareness and treatment programs in a culture where the 
epidemic had been cloaked in stigma and ignorance. The disease later claimed 
the life of his son Makgatho (1950-2005) and is believed to affect more people
in South Africa than in any other country.
Mandela grew increasingly frail in his later years and scaled back his schedule of 
public appearances. In 2009, the United Nations declared July 18 “Nelson 
Mandela International Day” in recognition of the South African leader’s 
contributions to democracy, freedom, peace and human rights around the 
world. Nelson Mandela died on December 5, 2013 from a lung infection. 
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THE BOERS and South Africa
The term Boer is Dutch for “farmer. Today, descendants of the Boers are usually 
referred to as Afrikaners. 
In 1652 the Dutch East India Company charged Jan van Riebeeck with setting up 
a shipping station on the Cape of Good Hope. Immigration was encouraged for 
many years Most modern Afrikaners have descended from this 
group. The Dutch colony prospered to the extent that the Cape Town 
market for agricultural produce became glutted. With market stagnation and 
with slaves providing most of the manual labour in the colony, there were 
few economic opportunities for the growing white population. Eventually more 
than half of these people turned to the self-sufficient life of the trekboeren 
(literally  “wandering farmers”). 
The Boers were hostile toward native  African peoples, with whom they fought 
frequent range wars, and toward the government of the Cape, which was 
attempting to control Boer movements and commerce. They overtly 
compared their way of life to that of the Hebrew patriarchs of the Bible, 
developing independent patriarchal communities based upon a mobile 
pastoralist economy. Staunch Calvinists, they saw themselves as the children of 
God in the wilderness, a Christian elect divinely ordained to rule the land and the 
backward natives therein. By the end of the 18th century the cultural links 
between the Boers and their urban counterparts were diminishing, although both 
groups continued to speak Afrikaans, a language that had evolved from the 
admixture of Dutch, indigenous African, and other languages.
The Cape Colony became a British possession in 1806 as a result of the 
Napoleonic wars. Though at first accepting of the new colonial administration, the 
Boers soon grew disgruntled with the liberal policies of the British, especially in 
regard to the frontier and the freeing of slaves. Between 1835 and 1843 about 
12,000 Boers left the Cape in the Great Trek, heading for the relatively rural 
spaces of the high veld and southern Natal. In 1852 the British government 
agreed to recognize the independence of the settlers in the Transvaal (later the 
South African Republic) and in 1854 of those in the Vaal-Orange rivers area (later 
the Orange Free State). These new republics committed themselves to apartheid,
a policy of strict segregation and discrimination.  
In 1867 the discovery of diamonds and gold in southern Africa set the stage for 
the South African War (1899–1902). The conflict had its origins in British claims of 
suzerainty over the wealthy South African Republic and in British concern over the 
Boer refusal to grant civic rights to the so-called Uitlanders (immigrants, 
largely British, to the Transvaal gold fields and diamond fields). Supported by the 
Orange Free State and some of the Cape Dutch, the South African Republic 
waged battle against the British Empire for more than two years. Though brilliant 
practitioners of guerrilla warfare, the Boers eventually surrendered to British 
forces in 1902, thus ending the independent existence of the Boer republics.
Despite their reabsorption into the British colonial system subsequent to the war, 
the Afrikaners retained their language and culture and eventually attained 
politically the power they had failed to establish militarily. Apartheid was soon 
re-established in South Africa, remained key to the country’s public 
policies throughout most of the 20th century, and was abolished in the 1990s 
only after global censure and the determined opposition of the black 
population.
Afrikaners in the early 21st century made up about 60 percent of the white 
population of South Africa, approximately 2,600,000 people. 
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TNT Theatre

The company was founded in 1980. Our first production was a manifesto piece: 
a commedia dell’arte life of the Russian director Meyerhold, who was murdered 
by Stalin. His ideas are still present in TNT’s work. The company received UK Arts 
Council (government ) funding for extensive tours of Britain for many years 
before shifting its focus to international touring.  TNT’s initial productions were 
all self-written and combined popular theatre forms with serious subjects.  In 
1983 we  began integrating music into  the productions on a complex level.  In 
1993 we began our collaboration with ADG Europe  and producer Grantly 
Marshall, expanding  our repertoire to include classical texts and 
radical stage interpretations of novels.  TNT toured internationally from its first 
year and now tours to over thirty countries a year on three continents in four 
languages.   We believe that theatre itself is a language, and can be 
understood by all – especially in this digital age – where live art is so essential. 

TNT repertoire 2019/20

ROMEO & JULIET,  A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM,  and OTHELLO by 
Shakespeare, A CHRISTMAS CAROL by Dickens a new French language version of 
NOTRE DAME DE PARIS adapted by Paul Stebbings (director Gaspard Legendre). 
The autumn season opens with a new production FREE MANDELA exploring the 
drama of South Africa’s modern history and it’s lessons for our divided world. 
This is followed by a revival of TNT’s FRANKENSTEIN – the Monster and the 
Myth , and a new production: CROOKED LETTER, CROOKED LETTER based on  the 
novel by Tom Franklin set in Mississippi. The Mississippi theme is continued in 
our new dramatisation of Twain’s TOM SAWYER which premiers in September. 
Meanwhile TNT’s THE TAMING OF THE SHREW will also be revived in Mandarin 
by the Shanghai Dramatic Arts Centre, while in Costa Rica Teatro Espressivo 
revives  CUENTA DE NAVIDAD (Dickens adapted by Paul Stebbings). All original 
texts are by Paul Stebbings and Phil Smith. TNT are represented in China by 
Milky Way productions Beijing and several other producers across three 
continents. 

Our motto is taken from Meyerhold, who inspired our first production: “Tragedy 
with a smile on its lips”
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r nt  rsh , actor, roducer, 
founder of THE AMERICAN 
DRAMA GR UP EUR PE, 
begins his 9th season.
This is his 18th roduction.

Stefani Hidajat has ust com eted 
her Masters Degree at the University 
of M nster. She oined ADGE in the 
s ring of 1 .

Christi n erner after a 
successfu  career as a com uter 
engineer he begins his second 
rofession with ADGE. A true 

meeting of the minds.

nn r re  ehn 
Canadian actor, director, and
roducer has been with the 

com anyfor  years. He is 
current y roducing in the 
Nether ands, S ovenia and 
Hungary.

n e i  rtin has been invo ved in 
cu tura  management since the 198 s. 
After com eting assignments with 
various city governments in Germany she 
became free ance and wor ed as a Co
roducer with ADGE for a most 8 years.

rth  erner  Economic 
business corres ondent is ured 
out of  retirement by ADGE and 
has en oyed every minute of her 
second profession
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THE AMERICAN DRAMA GROUP EUROPE was formed by Ohio native 
Grantly Marshall in  in the city of Munich. It was linked in the 
beginning to the University of Munich where the first performances were 
held. It expanded uickly to other theatres in Munich and also began to 
give guest performances in other German cities. The expansion was 
continued to include many countries in Europe and Asia.
The actors come from New ork, London and Paris in  French theatre 
performances were added to our repertoire  where the productions 
are cast and directed. The plays performed include American, 
British and French classic and modern dramas such as DEATH 
OF A SALESMAN, A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE, OUR TOWN, WHO S 
AFRAID OF IRGINIA WOOLF , ARSENIC AND OLD LACE, HAROLD AND 
MAUDE, OF MICE AND MEN, EDUCATING RITA, KING LEAR, THE 
CANTER ILLE GHOST, AMADEUS, SLEUTH, A CHRISTMAS CAROL, 
ANIMAL FARM, THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRA , OLI ER TWIST, 
THE BEGGAR S OPERA, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, 
THE GLASS MENAGERIE, LE PETIT PRINCE, RHINOCEROS, HUIS 
CLOS, LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME, ANTIGONE, FABLES, E ERCICES 
DE ST LE, CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF, DA ID COPPERFIELD, THE GREAT 
GATSB , MOB  DICK, P GMALION, THE GRAPES OF WRATH, 
MAUPASSANT, DR JEK LL AND MR H DE, MACBETH, THE GHOSTS OF 
POE, DINNER FOR ONE and CANDIDE.
The goal of THE AMERICAN DRAMA GROUP EUROPE is to perform high 

uality theatre in as many countries in the world as possible. Our 19  
20 schedule includes the following productions  HALF BROKE HORSES, 

NOTRE DAME DE PARIS, MS IBRAHIM ET LES FLEURS DE CORAN, 
FAHRENHEIT , ROMEO AND JULIET, OLI ER TWIST, A CHRISTMAS 
CAROL, DINNER FOR ONE  BREAKFAST FOR THREE, P GMALION, 
FRANKENSTEIN, CROOKED LETTER, CROOKED LETTER and  A MIDSUMMER 
NIGHT S DREAM.
In  THE AMERICAN DRAMA GROUP EUROPE began touring European 
Castles. CASTLE TOUR 2020 OTHELLO  Shakespeare  features many 
illustrious places and surprises. We are hoping to make it a 
pan European tour. Wish us luck with the weather. We hope that 
you will be able to attend and en oy our performances and wish you 
all the best for the coming theatre season.

Grant y Marsha  Munich,November 19
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T H E  A M E R I C A N  D R A M A  G R U P  E U R P E
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 – ictor Hugo French Language  

U Marivaux

LES BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME - Moliere (French Languge

MA ETH – i iam Sha es eare

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM – i iam Sha es eare

FREE MANDELA – Stebbings & Smith

O – i iam Sha es eare

MS I RAHIM ET ES F EURS DE RAN – Eric Emmanue Schmitt (French Language) 

A CHRISTMAS CAROL – Char es Dic ens  versions

DINNER FOR ONE & BREAKFAST FOR THREE – Laurie y ie  Richard C odfe ter 

FRAN ENSTEIN  – Mary She ey

R ED ETTER, R O ED ETTER – Tom Fran in

C L   20

OTHELLO– i iam Sha es eare




